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Convocation Address, York University 

7 November, 1969 

by G. Herzberg 

Em inent Chancellor, President Ross, Graduates of this 

Convocation, Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentleme n: 

On behalf of Professors Swings, Underhill, Dr. Petrie 

and mysel f I should like to express to you, Mr. Chancellor, 

our sincere gratitude for the honours you have just 

conferred on us. York University, since its foundation 

i n 1959, has very quickly developed into a large and 

forward-looking institution of learning, with a character 

al l its own. We are proud, Mr. Chancellor, that the 

Senate of this University has seen fit to confer Honorary 

Degrees on us and thus to enable us to take part as 

alumni in the further development of this University. 

The occasion which has led to this event is the 

formal opening of a new building devoted to physics, 

chemistry, astrophysics and astrochemistry, and named 

after a great Canadian astronomer, the late Robert 

Nethven Petrie. We honorary graduands would like to 

join with all other friends of York University in 

extending our congratulations to the University on the 

completion of this important phase in its development. 



It was my ｰｲｩｶｩｬ･ｾ･＠ to know Bert Pe trie for ma ny 

yea r s a nd to be able to appreciate his great contribut ions 

to a s tronomy as well as to the development of this sci enc e 

i n Canada. 

Astronomy is sometimes referred to as the Que e n of 

t he Sciences. It uses the results of many other sciences 

in order to explore and understand the universe in which 

we live, an aim that lifts man above other creatures of 

the world. 

Since ancient times man has spent a great deal 

of effort on astronomy, partly because of its use in 

navigation, but mainly to search for knowledge about the 

na ture of the universe. Yet it was through astronomy that 

the fundamental laws of motion were first recognized by 

Newton. Without a clear recognition of these laws, 

modern technology could never have been developed. 

There are, of course, many other ex amples of human 

e ffort in pure science resulting in great scientific 

di s coveries which later turned out to be of enormous 

e conomic benefit to mankind. Let me give you a few 

f urther examples. When Faraday discovered electromagnetic 

i nduction, a phenomenon on which the whole of modern 

e l e ctric power production is based, the then Prince of Wales 

as ked him after a lecture "Of what practical use is this 

new discovery?", and Faraday's answer is reported to have 

been "Sir, of what use is a new-born baby?". In other 



words, the great Faraday, even after the discovery of 

elect romagnetic induction, did not foresee what great 

practi cal benefits might arise from it. 

Lord Rutherford, who spent a number of years in 

Canada at McGill University and who is rightly considered 

to be the founder of nuclear physics (he was the first to 

produce an artificial nuclear disintegration), until his 

death in 1937 scoffed at the idea that nuclear energy 

micht one day become useful. That was only five years 

before Fermi constructed the first self-propagating 

nuclear chain reaction in Chicago in 1942, the beginning 

of the nuclear age. 

Another interesting and more recent case is 

provided by the history of the maser and laser. Professor 

Townes , who first proposed these devices, gave last year 

in the journal Science (vol. 159, p. 699) a very 

interest ing presentation of the history of their 

development. The Bell Telephone Company and three other 

companies, each of which had strong research groups in 

microwave spectroscopy shortly after the last war, gave up 

this a ctivity because they felt it was not of any 

foreseeable practical use. This was just two years before 

the maser was developed on the basis of this work in 

ｲｾｩ｣ｲｯｷ ｡ｶ･＠ spectroscopy. Again, a few years later when 

ｾｯｷｮ･ｳ＠ and Schawlow wanted to patent their basic ideas 

for an optical maser (laser), the Bell Company's patent 

department refused to consider it because they thought 
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''tnc invention had little bearine; on Bell System ｩｮｴ･ｲ･ｳｴｾＢＮ＠

To-day there are more than a hundred research workers at 

the Dell Telephone laboratories ｷｯｲｫｩｮｾ＠ on laser problems, 

n nd thousands in other industrial ｬ｡｢ｯｲ｡ｴｯｲｩ･ｾ＠ throuchout 

the world . There is no longer any question of the great 

practica l importance of lasers. 

There are innumerable other examples of 

discoveries and inventions with similar ｨｩｳｴＶｾｩ･ｳＮ＠

What I am trying to suggest is that 

(l) it is impossible (even for the people directly 

involved) to foresee what practical uses may arise 

from discoveries in physics and chemistry, and 

therefore it is impossible to plan for such 

discoveries; 

(2) many scientific discoveries of technological 

importance have been made by scientists dedicated 

to the pursuit of ｫｮｯｷｬ･､ｾ･＠ for its own sake without 

any thought of possible economic benefits; 

(3) even if one were not convinced of the importance of 

pure science as a cultural pursuit and adopted a 

completely mercenary attitude, one would have to 

support the work of top-rate pure scientists in order 

to reap economic benefits of their discoveries, and 

these benefits are not obtainable in any other way. 

There is nothing new in these three points; 

they are easily documented. The reason I emphasize them 
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Ｑｾ＠ Li1at they are often overlooked. Of course, lip service 

is of t e n paid to pure science as a cultural pursuit, but 

it i s only rarely emphasized that really new technolog ical 

d2velopments depend on discoveries in pure science made 

without regard for their possible usefulness. 

Our modern life has been so strong ly influenced 

by the technological developments based on the scientific 

dis coveries of the last hundred years that we are prone 

to over-emphasize the utilitarian aspects of science. 

Inde ed, many people seem to equate science and techuol ogy 

and seem to believe that you only need to tell a team of 

scientists what problem they ought to solve and they will 

come up in short order with the solution, in much the same 

way as a team of steel workers when told to build the 

fram ework for a new skyscraper will build it up promptly. 

Some people seem to think that this sort of procedure is 

the essence of science policy. At a hearing of the Senate 

Commi ttee early this year it was seriously suggested that 

there should be a scientific audit system according to 

which every scientific project, at least in government 

l aboratories, would be reviewed every year by ｯｵｴｳｩ､･ｲｾ＠

in order to establish whether it still served its 

part icular aim or should be discontinued. It seems to me 

that such a procedure would be apt to stop dead in its 

tracks all scientific progress in government laboratories 

and, at the same time, so many university scientists would 

be required for this audit that their scientific 
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pruductivi ty also would be seriously impaired. 

The thinking behind many of the discussions on 

science policy (particularly when it refers to science 

ｲ ｾｴｨ｣ ｲ＠ than technology) completely overlooks the way in 

which a creative scientist works. It has been pointed 

out many times that no team has ever come up with a new 

ｪｊｾ｡ Ｌ＠ just as no team has ever written a good novel or 

poem . A scientific idea originates on rare occasions, in 

the mind of an individual scientist after he has ｳｴｲｵｾｧｬ･､＠

with the subject of his studies for many years. It cannot 

be foreseen by a committee or a scientific administrator. 

In order to do his best original work a creat ive scientist 

needs freedom from specific directives, and this applies 

irrespe ctive of whether he works on fundamental principles 

or on applied problems. 

Let me give a recent example that occurred at NRC. 

Two scientists in our Radio and Electrical Engineering 

Djvjsi on concei ved of a new principle of electrical 

n:casureme nt and adapted it to th e development of a new 

potentiometer an order of mar,nit ude more sensitive than 

previous instruments. This has now been put into 

produc tion by a Canadian company. Orders which they have 

re ceived indicate clearly that this instrument will soon 

be an indispe nsable tool in every standards laboratory in 

the world. It is interesting to note that this 

potent iometer was not developed by sci enti s ts in our 

e lectrical standards laboratory (to whose mission it would 
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.. . vc ｌ ｾｬ ｯ ｮｧ･ ､ Ｉ＠ but in another ｬ｡ｾｯｲ｡ｴｯｲｹ＠ of NRC, and it 

ｾ｡ｳ＠ not developed because the Council was asked to find 

a mo re sensitive potentiometer but because the two 

sc ientists were interested in an idea they had and were 

Gi v e n the freedom to pursue and follow it just to see 

1·JlJ<1 t Hould come of it. In this way are the great - and 

the profitable - scientific discoveries made. Think 

wh at mi ght have happened if the scientists had been so 

ci rcumscribed that they could only do research on 

i mmediately practical problems. Since no request for a 

more sensitive p otentiometer had been formulated they 

wo uld never have been allowed to waste their time 

f o llowing up their scientific interests and would have been 

｡ｾｳ ｩ ｧ ｮ･､＠ to more practical probl ems . Or, worse still , 

ｾ ｨ ｩｮｫ＠ if some committee or some bureaucratic administrator 

hnd placed a request for a more accurate scientific 

ins trument and scientists were assig ned to the job but 

the r e was no original idea. There would have been a long 

and industrious effort to improve instruments along 

t r aditional lines with perhaps an improvement of a few 

pe rcentage points in the accuracy, but there would have 

bee n no new export industry for Canada. 

In the United States Professor Townes, in the 

a rticle that I have referred to already, has made an 

ove rwhelming case against the planned development of 

bas ic research, showing that the actual d e velopments in 

ｾ｣ｩ･ ｮ｣･＠ in innumerable instances have gone far beyond 
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;u,yt Llnt; that people expected or were planning for. For 

th e same reasons, Dr . DuBridge, the Science Adviser to 

Pr e side nt Nixon, at a dinner of the National Academy of 

Sci ences last April made a very strong plea for an 

i n cre ase in ·the support of basic science, without 

r es trictions introduced by administrators. In Canada, 

unfortunately, the ｶｩ･ｾｯｦ＠ people who agree with 

Professors Townes and DuBridge are drowned by those who 

｢ｾ ｬｩ･ｶ･＠ that national objectives and . economic returns 

c a n be achieved only through bureaucratic control and 

work on predetermined projects. The Science Council and 

almost all the administrators who testified before the 

Se nate Committee start with the thesis that there has been 

too much basic research in Canada and that, in future , 

e v e rything should be mission-controlled. It is this 

ｧｾ ｮ･ｲ｡ｬ＠ attitude toward basic science, even more than the 

cu t -backs, which is having such a bad effect on the morale 

( a nd therefore on the creativity) of scientists, both pure 

an d applied, in government research laboratories. 

What are the ways in which we should support 

sc ience? The National Research Council, entrusted with 

th e support of research at universities by the government, 

has always maintained that the most important thing is to 

s upport excellence in research and not to worry too much 

about the particular research projects for which grant 

applications are made. No top-rate research scientist 

will waste his time on trivial research. On the basis of 
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Luis ｾ［･ ｮ･ｲ｡ｬ＠ policy , both for tile awards program and for 

the in-house research, the National Research Council 

suc ceeded in building up an organization that has been 

the envy of most other countries. Even the Glassco 

Commis sion, entrusted with the task of ｲ･｣ｯｭｭ･ｮ､ｩｮｾ＠

i1np rovements in government organization, had reluctantly 

to admit that the National Research Council had been 

very successful. However, the Glassco Commission was 

really not interested in good science. It was interest e d 

in good accounting. Mr. Glassco, after all, was an 

accountant. There is, of course, nothing wrong with 

go od accounting, except that it does not necessarily lead 

to good science. The Glassco Commission considered the 

Nat ional Research Council in the same way as the Post 

Of fice or the Justice Department. Of course, these are 

important government departments, but their way of working 

is of necessity quite different from that of a research 

organization. This difference was clearly not recognized 

by the Glassco Commission. What it should have done was 

to enquire what particular organizational features were 

the reason for the high international standjng of the 

National Research Council and how this standing could be 

further improved. Instead, the Glassco Commission 

recommended reorganization aimed at making the set-up 

tidier and more amenable to accounting. Among many other 

things it recommended that all purchasing in government 

departments and agencies be centralized in one single 
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ｰｵｲ ｾ ｣ ｨ ｡ｳ ｩｮ ｛ｩ＠ de partment. Applied to a re s earch labora tory 

lt mea ns th a t we are to save a f e w doll a r s a t t he 

exp e n se of thousands of dolla r s wasted in the time o f 

creat ive scientists which they would have to devote to 

overcoming the delays and other roadblocks introduce d 

by th e centralizers. Efficiency in creative r es earch 

o f course cannot be measured in dollars and c e nts and s o 

it does not appear on the ba lanc e she et, but th e s ma ll 

savings that might be accomplished by centralizing do 

app ear. Thus the centralizers are likely to win. 

The Prime Minister recently quoted in Parliame nt 

( 27 February 1969, p. 6017 of Han s ard), a Roman official, 

Pe tronius Arbiter, who lived at the time of the Emperor 

Ne ro almost two thousand years ago, and who said "We tend 

to me et any new situation by reorganizing . And a 

won de rful method it can be for creating the illusion of 

progr es s while producing confusion, ine fficiency and 

d e mo r a lization". I believe that th e opinion e xpre s sed 

by Pe tronius Arbiter, taken with a grain of salt, is still 

as valid to-day as it was 1900 years a g o, p articularly 

whe n attempts are made from outside to reorganize and 

c e ntralize flourishing research laboratories. 

Another closely connected point has b ee n r a ised 

by many non-scientists, and in particular, quite recently, 

by Senator Grosart, a member of the Senate Committee. He 

complains that ' "each of 22 federal department s and agencies, 
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:L ; 1vc l l ｡ ｾ ［＠ ot h e r arms of the fed e r a l r;overnme nt, make :::> ci e n ce 

ｾ＠ I'L'l1di n c; d e ci s ions independently without any ove rall 

c;ove rnm e nt pla n". It is perhaps conceivable to have an 

ove rall g overnme nt plan for technology, jus t a s it may b e 

po s sib le to have an overall g overnment economi c pla n or 

･ ｶｾｮ＠ a n overall political plan (me aning a c e ntral gov e r nme n t ), 

but a t the frontiers -of science this is clearly imp ossib l e 

beca use sc i entific discoveries are not made th at way , a s I 

h a ve already emphasized . Actually, we are now in dange r of 

having one department tell all the 22 of which Se nator 

Gr o sart spoke what they may or may not do, and this is a 

far more dangerous situation than that descri b ed by Se nator 

Grosa r t . It would be a calamity for Ca nada if Tre asury 

Board a lone (as is unfortunately alre ady happening more and 

more) were to make all these spending d e c i sions on the 

a dvice o f its own science advis e r who cannot _possibly be 

s ufficiently familiar with all are a s of s c ience and is 

un l Licel y to b e an active scienti s t f a mil i ar with the needs 

of his f e llow s cientists . But if h e we r e , a nd we re to 

r e comme nd to the Board that it g ive s ci e nti s ts the fr e edom 

to o r r;anize their ｬ｡｢ｯｲｾｴｯｲｩ･ｳ＠ and their se rvices 

a c cor d ing to their needs, would his advice be heede d? 

I fea r that the demand for centra l control, for uniformity 

and for particular accounting practices would win over the 

need s of science . Such bureaucratic control may be 

n e ce s sary for some government departments, but when it is 

app lied to scientific laboratories it can only lead to the 
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ﾷﾷＺＭＮＬＩｬｬｵｾ［＠ or th e top-rat e scl e ntlst :.; and ｴｬｬｵ ｾ［＠ to mecLLocrltJ. 

If science policy implies centralized ｰｬ｡ｮｮｩｮｾ＠

1>1' ill l phases of science and therefore one e;igan tic 

.;clcntific bureaucracy, I am s ure we would be much better 

of!' wi thout such science policy. In this connection I 

.;hould like to quote again, as I did four years ago at 

Lhc opening symposium of the Queen's University physics 

department, Professor Warren Weaver, a well-known 

Ame rican administrator and scientist, Vice President of 

the Rockefeller Foundation, who wrote: 

"The crucial word diversify is at the heart of the 

depe ndence of science upon the government . There are 

those who think that the National Science Foundation ought 

to s it like an infinitely wise spider, at the centre of a 

web which reaches into every governmental activity in 

science and presumably into every other science activity 

in our whole nation, planning just how science should 

aavance , tightening up here; slackening off there. I do 

not think that many scientists hold this view. There is 

no person , and certainly no committee, which is wise 

eno ug h to do this. 

"We should, I think, be g lad that this is so. 

For wha t keeps the total scientific effort from being 

chaotic and meaningless is not c ent ral planning or any 

at t emp t to achieve it, but a kind of grand intellectual 

l1omeostasis, under which a multitude of influences interact 

in a natural way. What science needs is not a lot of 
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i ' ' ·'mdn.:; , but a lot of-convenient communication, so that 

controls may arise naturally from feedback." 

If you compare this statement of Professor Weaver 

with some of the pronouncements of people interested in 

science policy in Canada, you will notice quite a 

dif ference in outlook. It has been stated many times 

in the last few years by politicians, administrators 

and newspaper writers that science is too important a 

3ubjec t to be left to the scientists and that s cientists 

ough t to be told what to do. One may ask "by whom?". 

It is clear that our lawmakers and other non-scientists 

find it difficult to understand that the work of top-rate 

scientists is creative work similar to that of writers 

and artists. Only governments on the other side of the 

iron curtain are in the habit of telling writers what to 

write , artists what style to use, etc. Should we in this 

count ry begin this trend by telling our creative 

0cient ists to which problems they should turn their 

attention? As pointed out by Profess or Polanyi of 

Toro nto University, in one of the most important statements 

recen tly written about science policy (Sci ence ｆｯｲｵｭｾ＠

June 1969), even a man like Alb e rt Einstein could not 

foresee the outcome of his work afte r he had completed 

at an early age his epoch-making discoveries on 

relativity and quantum theory. He spent the major part 

of his remaining years on what seems to have been a 

frui tless search for a unified field theory. Could a 
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Ｌ ［ＬｾｬｴＮＺ ｮ｣｣＠ administrator or politician have told him that he 

ｷｾｾ＠ on the wrong track and should do something more useful? 

There is no quistion in my mind that if we want 

tl1c best possible science we must e;ive top-rate scientists 

Lhc freedom to undertake what they (the sclentists) 

cnn.:;lde r to be the most promisinr; ventures, pure or 

<l [,plied . 

Before concludine;, let me summarize my main 

points : 

(l) The history of technology shows that many of the 

major developments of the last hundred years are 

base d on scientific discoveries made by scientists 

mo tivated entirely by the quest for knowledge . 

If we want to ensure further beneficj_al development 

of technology in Canada we shall have a much better 

chance of success if we support basic research with 

all possible freedom for the individual scientist 

than if we support only those missions in which we 

can foresee immediate advantages. We cannot 

foresee which field of the research of to-day will 

be an important contributor to the technology of 

tomorrow. The exclusive or predominant support of 

mission-oriented work can only lead to mediocrity. 

(2) The greatest enemy of progress in science and 

technology in Canada is bureaucratic control. The 

interference of politicians, accountants and 

committees in the free development of creative 



pro c esses in the scientific l a boratori e s of the 

country is becoming more s e vere every year. If 

allowed to continue uncheck e d, this tendency is 

liable to stop all real progress . 

Man does not live by bread alone. Even the cave

dwe llers thousands of years ago, in spite of all their 

hardships , their poverty, their l a ck of tools, devoted 

t i me to painting s , to the study of na t ural phenomena. 

Wha t would distinguish us from animals if all we were 

interested in was the improvement of our standard of 

l i ving by producing better food, better clothing, better 

t e levision , better cars, better houses, etc. etc .? ifhat 

d i s tinguishes man from beast is that he can think about 

t he question of who he is, where he comes from, what th e 

wo rld is like in which he lives, or, in other words , that 

he can pursue art, literature and science. 

If we do support creative men of science we are 

bound to receive a bonus in the form of economic benefits 

tha t arise out of scientific discoveries, as I have 

exemplified earlier in my talk. In my opinion, however, 

we should not be greatly concerned whether the material 

benefits match or surpass the funds that we have put 

i nto the support of pure science, just as we should not, 

as has recently been suggested, reduce university 

ed ucation because the resulting economic benefits are 

ｬ･ ｾ＠ s than the cost of u r,. .- t.: rs i ty education. 
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May I suggest to the new graduates who have just 

ｾ ｉＮｌｾｩｮ｣､＠ their degrees here that they ponder the problem 

of our national goals in Canada, and realize that a high 

ｾ ｌ｡ｮ､｡ｲ､＠ of living by its elf is not, as such, a goal 

worth st riving for unless a high standard of living 

lr1c ludes a high standard of art, literature and science. 

ｉｾ＠ Canada is to be economically prosperous without at 

ｴｨ ｾ＠ same time supporting the arts and the sciences for 

ｴｾ ･ ｩｲ＠ own sakes, it will not reach the level of a great 

nation . The countries in past history that we admire 

most are not necessarily the economically prosperous ones 

Lut those that have made major contributions to our 

c ultural heritage. Your aim should be to make Canada a 

country that is recognized throughout the world, and 

t hroughou t history, as a country that has advanced in a 

ｳｩ ｾ ｮｩｦｩ｣｡ｮ ｴ＠ way the progress of science, art and literature. 
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